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Use Beyond Audio Interfaces for various gain & input stages, EQ and compression! Need more? Check out our other
products. See what we have available. Price: $49.00 Free QuickStart Download Learn Buy Buy Now $49 Learn & Buy
Audio Interfaces If you need multiple inputs/outputs, a mic-pre and a mixing console with on-board mic preamps, our

audio interfaces are ideal. Whether you need a versatile, reliable USB interface, or a high-end, pro-quality I/O solution,
Beyond Audio’s audio interfaces will get your project done! Enjoy the freedom to record and mix with multiple audio

sources, without worrying about matching the input levels, mic level, or the outputs. Combine multiple inputs with a mic-
pre and/or an on-board mic preamp on your mixing console. USB With Beyond Audio’s USB interfaces, you can record

and mix with multiple audio sources! This is the most popular choice with our customers because of its reliability, ease of
use, and its compatibility with both Mac and PC. Reliable USB interfaces provide the reliability and convenience of using

the interface with Windows PCs. You can plug and play a high-quality mic preamp into your USB interface. High-End
USB Interface Upgrade your mixing console with a high-quality on-board mic preamp from Beyond Audio. Most

customers choose this option to record and mix with multiple audio sources because it has the features they need, at a more
reasonable price. USB Preamps Beyond Audio's USB Preamps deliver a high quality mic preamp with built-in EQ,

compression, and other useful effects. You will be able to get the best possible sound from your USB interface.
Independent Audio Sources With multiple inputs and outputs, you can record or mix multiple audio sources from many

sources including computers, cameras, external keyboards, and etc. Connect and Record Multiple Audio Sources The USB
interface from Beyond Audio allows you to connect multiple audio sources including microphones, your computer, and the
audio recorder. The two line level inputs and one line level output allow you to mix and record audio signals without using

separate gain boxes or field monitors. At its core, a USB interface is a reliable USB cable that connects your
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Phase Correction Plug-In (download)in audio and effects plugins. Soundradix Auto Align Post 2. Phase Correction Plug-In
(download) in audio and effects plugins. Phase Correction Plug-In (download) Automatic time correction. in audio and
effects plugins. Phase Correction Plug-In (download) Automatic runtime correction with sample accuracy. in audio and
effects plugins. Phase Correction Plug-In (download) Automatic runtime correction with sample accuracy. in audio and
effects plugins. fffad4f19a
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